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Exposure, power and impact of food marketing on children: Evidence supports strong restrictions
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Introduction

Restricting food marketing to children is a key policy issue across Europe. Numerous regulatory and self-regulatory approaches exist, but evidence suggests that sustained reductions in food marketing exposure, power or impact have not been consistently achieved by any such action to date. The current article provides a narrative review of the current literature, focusing on whether, how and to what extent children in Europe are affected by marketing (particularly for unhealthy foods) across both traditional broadcast and non-broadcast (digital) media. The evidence indicates that food marketing remains widespread and influential, and that new techniques employed in digital media can increase its power and reach. Despite the research challenges associated with understanding the nature and extent of children’s exposure via personalised, targeted digital media marketing, emerging data indicate that strong policy action here is appropriate and warranted, as it is for television. This article seeks to set the context for the rest of this special issue.

The WHO Set of Recommendations on the Marketing of Foods and Non-alcoholic beverages to Children argue that the effectiveness of marketing (i.e. the impact it has) depends upon both the level of exposure to marketing (the frequency and reach of promotions) and the power of that marketing to influence behaviour (the creative content of the marketing message, including the design, execution and use of persuasive techniques). That framework will be applied here to present the extant evidence base to support strong marketing restrictions, and highlight evidence gaps that may be impeding policy progress.

Marketing Exposure

Non-digital marketing exposure

Television is arguably one of the first avenues through which children will encounter commercial food promotion. UK surveys by the broadcast regulator Ofcom have found that television was the media device that both younger children and adolescents would miss the most and weekly hours of TV viewing have increased between 2007 and 2015 for UK children aged 5-7 years, with increases also seen for 3-4 year olds between 2013 and 2014. It should be noted, however, that the practice of TV viewing has changed somewhat in recent years, with tablets rather than TV sets being increasingly used, particularly among younger children. Weekly TV viewing duration has only dipped slightly in the 8-11 and 12-15 year groups since 2007 (remaining at around 15 hours per week), despite large
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concurrent growths in digital media use\textsuperscript{5}. Therefore, although many other forms of advertising exposure clearly exist (including digital (see later), event sponsorship, outdoor advertising, magazines, and point of sale in retail environments), research into food advertising prevalence has tended to focus on traditional broadcast media, primarily television, as the chief medium for food and drink advertising globally\textsuperscript{6}.

A 2010 global study of television food advertising on the commercial channels most watched by children featured several European countries (the UK, Germany, Italy, Greece, Sweden, and Spain)\textsuperscript{7}. Results showed that overall, food advertisements comprised 11–29% of all advertisements broadcast, and of those, between 53–87% were for foods that were high in undesirable nutrients such as fat, sodium or energy. In Germany, these ‘non-core’ foods accounted for close to 90% of all foods advertised on television. Although this study speaks to children’s potential rather than actual exposure, it was found that non-core food advertisements were more prevalent at times when higher numbers of children would be watching television (so-called ‘peak times’ based on typical viewing patterns for each country)\textsuperscript{8}. The findings of the largest European study of this kind to date (analysing over 5000 hours of commercial programming on channels popular with young people in the UK)\textsuperscript{9} were consistent with this: higher rates of food advertising were found during peak child viewing periods, and the majority of foods advertised were non-core, unhealthy foods. A study of Spanish television in 2012 found that food and beverage advertisements comprised 23.7% of all advertisements shown, and of these, over 60% were for unhealthy products\textsuperscript{10}. Similarly, a recent study in Slovenia\textsuperscript{11} found that 96% of food advertisements shown during children’s viewing hours (peak times for children aged 4-9 years) should not be permitted according to the WHO Europe profile model\textsuperscript{12}. Finally, even in jurisdictions where statutory regulation curbs HFSS television advertising directed at children, children may continue to view substantial amounts of HFSS advertising. For example, in Ireland, HFSS advertising is not permitted during programming determined to be directed at children; however, analysis of advertising shown at children’s actual peak viewing times indicated that 72% of food advertising is for products not permitted to be advertised to children, according to WHO recommendations \textsuperscript{24,10}.

Another way of determining likely advertising exposure is to consider how much the food industry is spending on marketing activity. Figures for advertising expenditure are difficult to come by for much of the European Region; however, Western Europe is thought to be the world’s third largest advertising market, with estimates suggesting US $100 billion would be spent in 2016 in this area alone\textsuperscript{11}. Increasing proportions of that spending is accounted for by digital advertising, which will be

discussed in the next section. However, although there is some decline in spending in TV advertising as a proportion of overall cost, this does not mean that the quantity of advertising has been reduced—rather this is likely to reflect the lower cost of such advertising as a result of proliferation of TV channels\(^\text{12}\). Indeed for the UK, TV impacts (one person seeing one advertisement) increased by 21% in four years (from 790 billion in 2006 to 956 billion in 2010) despite falls of over 50% in advertising expenditure across the major categories in that time\(^\text{16}\).

**Digital marketing exposure**

Advertising and marketing have been transformed by digital technologies, including with the development of increasingly personalised advertising. A “tsunami” of personal online data\(^\text{13}\) such as users’ browsing activity, devices and networks used, geo-locations, “likes” and other activities in digital social networks\(^\text{14,15}\) is gathered by an extensive advertising ecosystem that closely profiles individual users and then targets them with marketing most closely aligned to their demographics, interests and preferences\(^\text{13}\). Although the USA’s Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA)\(^\text{16}\), the de facto rule governing privacy and data collection from children internationally, aims to protect children from such activities, its impact appears weak. Multiple studies, including the EU Kids Online series\(^\text{15,17}\), report that the Internet platforms children visit most are not child-directed but are those providing content for mixed ages, like Google, Facebook, Instagram and YouTube—meaning that children of most ages are vulnerable to these practices. COPPA requires verifiable parental consent for the collection of personally identifiable information from children under 13 years yet, as one of COPPA’s original author’s notes, this parental safeguard is “increasingly ineffective” (p. 780)\(^\text{18}\).

Children often lie about their age to sign up for digital media services, frequently assisted by parents\(^\text{19,20}\) who “cannot be expected to understand the sophisticated and often opaque operations employed in today’s state-of-the-art digital marketplace, or the risks posed by them”\(^\text{18}\) [p. 780]. For example, 78% of 10–13-year-olds in the United Kingdom report having a social media account (49% Facebook; 41% Instagram)\(^\text{21}\), despite the minimum age for these networks (as stated within the platform terms and conditions) being 13 years.

Furthermore, although COPPA, since 2013, does not permit tracking across platforms with persistent identifiers, geo-location or behavioural advertising\(^\text{22}\), data indicate that this is poorly implemented: a
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20 Sweeney M. More than 80% of children lie about their age to use sites like Facebook. The Guardian, 26 July 2013 (http://www.theguardian.com/media/2013/Jul/26/children-lie-age-facebook-as)
2015 worldwide study of nearly 1500 websites and apps “targeted at, or popular with” children conducted by 29 Data Protection Authorities for the Global Privacy Enforcement Network (GPEN) found that 66% of sites and apps collected personal information without offering children or their parents adequate means to limit the use and disclosure of such information, or to delete accounts simply and permanently, and for 40% of the sites reviewed, GPEN raised concern about the nature of the data being collected. Finally, a major omission is that COPPA does not protect children 13 years and over from tracking and targeting, despite the Federal Trade Commission’s stated concern about this issue.

Assessing the extent of digital HFSS marketing viewed by children of all ages is a major challenge for researchers external to digital platforms because proprietary data are not published, and other currently available methods do not readily allow access to these data. However, early indications are that substantial HFSS advertising reaches children in digital media. In Ireland, of 113 most popular retail and Facebook food and soft drink brands, the 18 that Facebook estimated had the greatest “reach” among users aged 13 or 14 years all featured sugar-sweetened carbonated drinks, fast foods, savoury snacks, sweets, chocolate and ice-cream. As many under-13s join Facebook with false dates of birth, they will also be exposed to such marketing. Similarly, of the most popular food and beverage Facebook brand pages in Australia, the five that were most popular with users aged 13–17 years featured sugar-sweetened drinks, ice-creams, chocolate and fast food. Consistent with this, a study in the USA found that two hypothetical child profiles who “liked” brands that produce HFSS items (henceforth, “HFSS brands”) on Facebook received approximately 130 HFSS messages weekly over 2 weeks, and young adult researchers in New Zealand who “liked” 20 food brands on Facebook received 78 promotions weekly over 6 weeks.

Furthermore, HFSS advertising is likely to reach young Internet users not only directly through online brand promotions but also via peer networks in social media. In an exploratory study of user-generated content in the social media application Instagram in Sweden, 85% of young adolescent users shared images with food items: over two thirds were unhealthy, about half had clearly visible brand imagery — and many were clearly influenced by major food marketing campaigns.

Overall, therefore, despite the need for more evidence, there are strong indications that marketing of HFSS items in digital media continues to reach adolescents and younger children both directly from brand marketing as well as through peer networks.

---


Marketing Power

The power of non-digital marketing

Promotional techniques employed in food advertising are based on extensive market research, carried out over several decades by the food and drink industry and their advertising partners, with the aim of discerning children’s interests, motivations, values and beliefs. Such information can then be used to make the advertising ever more targeted, salient and effective with the target demographic. Typical techniques found in television food advertising include the use of promotional characters, premium offers, persuasive appeals, and other attributes such as website promotion. A 2011 UK study found that the television food advertising likely to be seen by children made widespread use of promotional characters, celebrity endorsers and premium offers, and that these techniques were more frequently used to promote unhealthy than healthy foods, even on dedicated children’s channels.

A recent systematic narrative review identified 38 articles examining persuasive marketing techniques to promote unhealthy food to children. The most frequently reported techniques were: premium offers (21 studies), promotional characters (21 studies), nutritional and health claims (20 studies), the theme of ‘taste’ (17 studies) and the emotional appeal of ‘fun’ (17 studies). Across studies, premium offers (e.g. offers of a free gift, competitions, and vouchers) were used in between 6% and 35% of food advertisements, although in one study, 54% of television food advertisements in Switzerland were found to use such offers. Premium offers were often used in association with unhealthy food promotion in particular. Promotional characters (inclusive of brand equity characters such as Tony the Tiger; licensed characters such as Sponge Bob Square Pants; unlicensed characters such as unknown cartoons; and celebrities) are also a common technique for promoting foods to children, and were also found to be used more frequently in the promotion of unhealthy foods than healthy. Fun, an emotional appeal capturing concepts of happiness and pleasure, is another common theme in television food advertising to children. Of studies conducted in Europe, fun was found to be particularly prevalent in Switzerland (46% of food advertisements) and Bulgaria (half of all food advertisements).

The nature or power of food advertising is relatively under-researched, particularly in non-US contexts as studies have tended to analyse the product itself, rather than the nature of the message promoting it. In terms of regulation, this has meant that the advertising codes and regulations used in several countries have focused solely on limiting the quantity of unhealthy food advertising without an equivalent focus on reducing the impact of the persuasive content of the marketing. Exceptions include regulations in the UK, Australia and Ireland which incorporate limits on the use of promotional
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or premium offers, promotional characters/celebrities and nutritional health claims in television food advertising aimed at children – demonstrating that it is a realistic and achievable policy option.\textsuperscript{36}

\textbf{The power of digital marketing}

As is the case for the extent of digital marketing, the evidence base for the power of HFSS digital marketing is still in its infancy. However, digital media offer many well-documented means by which creative marketing power – its design, execution and use of persuasive techniques – can be amplified, and studies have begun to analyse these techniques as employed by HFSS marketing.

“Stealth” marketing techniques in digital media take advantage of its novel capabilities. These include immersive techniques such as extensive HFSS-themed game applications (or “apps”); social media content created by users themselves; word-of-mouth social media communication, such as “liking”, sharing and commenting on marketing; and paid partnerships with vloggers popular with children.

In social media, brands seek word-of-mouth effects as people are thought to trust friends, or video bloggers (vloggers) more than brands or advertisers.\textsuperscript{36,37,38,39} The UK Advertising Standards Agency (ASA) ruled against widespread promotion of Oreo biscuits on vloggers’ personal channels\textsuperscript{40,41}, warning that commercial relations with companies must be clearly signposted, yet over a third of UK marketers report not adhering to these standards because of lack of awareness or reluctance to be transparent\textsuperscript{42}. As the ASA acts only on complaints made by viewers, its capacity to act on such activities is limited.

Digital marketers are now able to fine-tune the power of their messages during the creative process with digital analytics that can pin-point consumer responses in much greater detail than previously. For example, in-device cameras and software record facial responses and conduct immediate, millisecond-by-millisecond analysis to identify “micro-emotions” and millisecond-level responses in much greater detail than previously.\textsuperscript{43,44} allowing marketers to adjust creative content and increase its power. The power of digital marketing can be amplified still further by matching advertising delivery to consumers’ moment-by-moment moods, or to weather- or mood-linked food consumption patterns.\textsuperscript{38}

A small number of recent studies has examined the persuasive tactics of HFSS digital marketing in social media. Ads for HFSS brands with the greatest reach among 13-14 year olds in Ireland were

\textsuperscript{36} Turow J. The daily you. How the new advertising industry is defining your identity and your worth. New Haven, CT: Yale University Press; 2011
\textsuperscript{42} Roderick L. Brands reluctant to be transparent about influencers as many fail to apply ad industry code. Marketing Week, 4 July 2016 (https://www.marketingweek.com/2016/04/07/brands-still-reluctant-to-be-transparent-around-influencers-and-failing-to-adhereto-ad-industry-code/).
\textsuperscript{44} Affectiva. Emotion recognition software (http://www.affectiva.com/).
found to use tactics of peer engagement, emotion and entertainment\textsuperscript{39}. Most frequently employed – more so even than displaying a brand’s logo, packaging or the advertised item itself – were prompts to interact with ads (invitations to “like”, comment and share, and hashtags), indicating brands’ attempts to encourage children to spread marketing through their networks. Brands also employed competitions, humour, bold graphics, and links to entertainment events and eventful “special days”\textsuperscript{39}. The effectiveness of such approaches is underpinned by research that found humorous, brand “personality” advertising in Facebook to be more effective than informative content\textsuperscript{46} and research with children that found that humour was the most liked advertising tactic\textsuperscript{47}. Similarly, Australian Facebook pages, some of which were among the most popular with 13–17 year olds, employed marketing techniques, often unique to social media, that could increase consumer interaction and engagement and even facilitate direct product purchase\textsuperscript{40}.

Finally, the power of food marketing in the digital sphere is also indicated by viewers’ engagement with it. Although studies indicate that parents of adolescents are largely unaware of digital food marketing\textsuperscript{29,48,49,50}, adolescents themselves engage with and enjoy digital marketing. In the UK, 73% of 1000 13–17-year-olds reported following brands they like in social media, with 62% clicking on ads and 57% making in-app or in-game purchases\textsuperscript{51}. Nielsen data suggest that over half of adolescents in the USA “always” or “sometimes” look at mobile ads\textsuperscript{52}, and a qualitative study of ad avoidance by Australian adolescents on the MySpace social media site found that some ads, perceived as annoying, were avoided but ads involving interaction (e.g., games) or receiving (e.g., ring tones) were positively received\textsuperscript{53}.

Marketing Impact

The impact of non-digital marketing

An increasing body of scientific evidence demonstrates the effects of exposure to non-digital food advertising on children’s food preferences\textsuperscript{54}, brand preferences\textsuperscript{55}, product requests\textsuperscript{56}, food

consumption\textsuperscript{57}, overall caloric intake\textsuperscript{58}, reduced intake of fruits and vegetables longitudinally\textsuperscript{59} and modelled higher rates of obesity\textsuperscript{60}. There is also robust evidence that persuasive techniques in television food advertising are associated with greater recall and enjoyment of the advertising, as well as increased purchase-requests, food preferences and consumption behaviour in children\textsuperscript{61}.

The most notable criticism of current evidence from governments and industry bodies has centred on the lack of data to demonstrate a direct link between HFSS marketing exposure and unhealthy changes in childhood body weight\textsuperscript{62}. Therefore, it is important in any discussion of food marketing impact, but particularly in the context of informing regulatory action, to note that current evidence supports a logical sequence or ‘hierarchy of effects’ linking food promotion exposure to individual-level weight outcomes\textsuperscript{63}. There is considerable evidence for effects in the earlier steps of the chain (effects of marketing exposure on brand awareness, food preferences and consumption behaviours) but less at the more distal end, which seeks to establish the impact on behaviour and weight outcomes. This does not necessarily indicate the lack of an effect on body weight, but rather reflects the fact that these studies are difficult to conduct as weight gain is gradual, and most children in western cultures are exposed to high volumes of unhealthy food promotion limiting the within-culture variability that can be explored\textsuperscript{64}.

Nevertheless, a recent systematic review and quantitative meta-analysis of the effects of acute exposure to unhealthy food advertising (via television or the Internet) across 18 studies found a significant, moderate effect for children, whereby food advertising exposure was associated with greater food intake\textsuperscript{65}. In one study (included in the systematic review but not the meta-analysis due to a lack of relevant statistics available), adolescents (13-18 years) exposed to television food advertising also significantly increased their food intake relative to non-food advertisements\textsuperscript{66}. Similarly, another meta-analysis explored 17 studies of dietary preference and 9 of dietary intake and found that in children exposed to unhealthy dietary marketing, intake significantly increased during or shortly after exposure, and children exposed to the unhealthy dietary marketing had a higher risk of selecting the advertised foods or beverages\textsuperscript{67}. Furthermore, a meta-analysis studying 45 published reports (representing data from 3,292 participants) found that food cue exposure significantly


\textsuperscript{58} Epstein, L.H., et al., A randomized trial of the effects of reducing television viewing and computer use on body mass index in young children. Archives of Pediatrics and Adolescent Medicine, 2008. 162: p. 239-245.


influenced eating behaviour and weight gain, with visual food cues (e.g. pictures and videos as typically form part of food advertising) associated with a similar effect size as real food exposure66.

**The impact of digital marketing**

Research on the impact of HFSS digital media marketing on children is – as other areas of research in this field – still nascent. However, early studies clearly indicate that the well-established impact in broadcast media is likely to transfer to digital media.

The impact of exposure to Internet “advergaming” on children’s food choices and consumption has been most thoroughly studied to date. In a set of studies in the Netherlands, Folkvord et al., 67,68,69 demonstrated that food-based advergames increased children’s food intake, with an effect size similar to that of television commercials in equivalent research72.

It can be argued that as the number of children engaging in food-related advergaming is likely to be small, its impact might not be meaningful. However, very large numbers of children are known to engage with social media platforms (including, as noted above, those who are officially under-age for access to these). In social media, the platforms and marketers themselves report that digital marketing amplifies broadcast marketing effects, increasing target audience reach, ad memorability, brand linkage and likeability70. Notably, these effects are achieved at much less cost than for broadcast marketing. Online Coca-Cola and Cadbury campaigns in France and the USA report returns on investment about four times greater than for television; e.g. in a Coca-Cola campaign in France, Facebook accounted for 2% of marketing cost but 27% of incremental sales71. Facebook ads in 14 campaigns generated nearly triple the ad recall as compared with control groups72, and econometric analysis of fast-moving consumer goods brand marketing (including food and drinks) in Europe found that combining online marketing with other media magnified returns on television (by 70%) and on cinema (by 71%)86. Nielsen Media found that members of users’ online social networks affect their engagement with advertising: exposure to Facebook “homepage ads” (those that appear at the side of the main feed on desktop/laptop computers) not only increased ad recall, brand awareness and purchase intent, but these effects were further enhanced if a social media friend had engaged with the brand67.

**The case for adolescent vulnerability to marketing for unhealthy food**

Most HFSS advertising restrictions, including the US COPPA rule, apply only to children up to 12 years. These reflect dated, cognitive-focused developmental models of marketing persuasion that argue that children achieve ‘advertising literacy’ in early adolescence, as at this time they can clearly recognize an ad, understand that it has persuasive intent and thus defend against its effects 41. However, cognitive models do not account for the emotional, implicit (unconscious) and social effects of advertising. To counter food marketing effects, individuals require conscious awareness of it, and the
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ability as well as the **motivation to resist**\(^73,74\). In fact, **emotional advertising** was found to be most effective in a study of over 800 advertising campaigns\(^75\), and modern psychological models predict that non-conscious (implicit) processing of advertising influences beliefs and behaviour\(^41,76\). In digital media, where marketing is often less recognizable, advertising is much more likely to be processed implicitly. On webpages, children aged 10-12 years could not consistently recognize simple static advertisements\(^77\), and in social media the boundaries between marketing and other content are increasingly blurred, driven by alterations to platform algorithms that favour advertising that is less explicitly promotional\(^13\). These findings indicate that advertising operates effectively through emotional, unconscious routes and that this may apply especially to digital media.

Although HFSS brands argue it is ethical to advertise to adolescents (see e.g. marketing codes of Mars and Coca-Cola\(^78,79\)), neurological, hormonal, and social developmental factors in fact may cause them to be particularly susceptible to HFSS advertising despite increasing cognitive ability\(^80\). Neurological and hormonal changes mean they may be more impulsive\(^81\). Young adolescents aged 12–14 years are more likely to heed the behaviour of peers regarding risky activities\(^82\). Furthermore, adolescents typically have independent spending money and, in countries such as Cyprus, Ireland and the UK, use “fast” and “junk” foods as a marker of adolescent identity\(^82,83,84,85,86\).

Both statutory policy and industry self-regulation have, to date, focused on protecting young children from television advertising that is consciously, cognitively processed. These approaches have been eclipsed by technological and commercial innovation in digital marketing\(^87\), by insight into the effect of emotional and unconsciously processed advertising, and by growing insight into the susceptibility of adolescents. Therefore, policy deliberations should take into account that it is not only children
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\(^83\) Ionannou S. “Eating beans ... that is a ‘no-no’ for our times”: Young Cypriots’ consumer meanings of “healthy” and “fast” food. Health Educ J2009;68:186–95.


below 12 years who are influenced by food marketing, and older children require equal, if not more, protection in the new digital age.

Conclusions

The research findings summarised here show that food marketing is both prevalent and powerful in its influence over the eating behaviours of young people, including adolescents. Television viewing remains a popular leisure activity for youths across Europe, and despite the introduction of a number of statutory restrictions and industry self-regulatory pledges that purport to restrict broadcast food marketing of unhealthy foods to children, evidence suggests that regulation is weak and advertising activity remains widespread. Advertising is demonstrably influential, and recent studies have shown effects of food marketing exposure on multiple eating-related outcomes including food intake. Particularly worthy of note from the evidence presented here is our growing understanding of food marketing within the digital sphere, whereby known effects from television are likely to be amplified due to the immersive, interactive and personalised nature of behaviourally targeted promotional messages.

The extant evidence continues to support strong restrictions of the marketing of HFSS foods and beverages to young people. This narrative review, focusing on empirical findings from Europe to best inform European policy deliberations, provides an up to date summary of what is known about children’s exposure to food marketing via both digital and traditional broadcast routes, the power of that exposure to influence behaviour and actual impact on eating-related outcomes.

Clearly, there are many research challenges presented by digital food marketing, and the evidence base here is still in its infancy relative to that for television. Nevertheless, the existence of statutory regulations for broadcast media in many countries shows that policymakers acknowledge that advertising plays a role in children’s diets. The rise of commercial food marketing via digital avenues presents fresh and stark challenges to regulators, who are now tasked with creating regulation that is media-neutral and robust. The 2010 WHO Recommendations and the 2016 WHO Commission on Ending Childhood Obesity specifically call on governments to act on food marketing to children and adolescents as a key policy issue. The evidence supports an immediate and tough response.